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Aspen Santa Fe Ballet, Lincoln Center, Fort Collins, April 9, 2008. 

 

By Tim Van Schmidt 

 

Dramatic. Intense. Kinetic. All of these words work to describe the Aspen Santa Fe Ballet’s 

concert at the Lincoln Center last night. And unlike last time at the Lincoln Center for the troupe- 

when they closed their concert with an arresting bit of production-  this was all accomplished 

without props or spectacular special effects.  

 

Presenting just dancers on the stage has become the predominant fashion in dance concerts 

again- after a spate of productions featuring big visual tricks- and Aspen Santa Fe is following 

right along with the trend. What this does, perhaps, is cut down on the general entertainment 

value of the concerts- for the general public that is- but increases the quality of the dance itself. 

Without having to handle special props or fit into a construct created by a staging concept, the 

dancers are freer to do their thing- and there is less to distract the audience from viewing the 

movement itself.  

 

That’s how it worked at the Lincoln Center last night. Sure, there were a few simple props- like 

the chairs in the multi-part opener “Left Unsaid”- and a little stage dressing like the cryptic 

suspended light box in the closing piece, “1
st
 Flash.” But what was really working here was the 

choreography and the strong interpretations all the dancers applied to it. 

 

Since the emphasis was on the dancers, not production eye candy, this concert fully spotlighted 

the Aspen Santa Fe style of dance. That is, a supple and constantly changing form that 

emphasizes strong individualism. What I mean here is that even though there is plenty of contact 

between the dancers, you never lose awareness of the individual, their bodies more molding 

around each other, rather than melding together. It’s a subtle thing, but in many productions, you 

quickly get a sense of who to follow on stage- who is meant to be in the spotlight- but with 

Aspen Santa Fe, you could follow anybody and see amazing movement. That the choreography 

called for quick and relentless motion nearly every second on the stage is a testament to the skills 

of the dancers who performed at the Lincoln Center with a confident intensity throughout the 

evening. 

 

I might mention that if Aspen Santa Fe has beefed up anything production-wise it might have 

been in the soundtrack music department. It was a cohesive selection of classical chamber music, 

heavy on strings. Often I get the sense that music at dance concerts is only a peripheral 

inspiration, but last night the busy motions of the dancers often synched with the music, 

suggesting deliberate effort. The sound was very good and the various stringed pieces- from 

formulaic Bach to progressive Gavin Bryars– cut right through the darkness in the performance 

hall. 

 

The music was in keeping with the general dignity with which the entire company exhibited on 

stage at all times. Even dancers who might be playing an auxiliary role in any given piece carried 

themselves with fully measured grace and purpose. 



 

All of this indicates that Aspen Santa Fe Ballet pays full attention to details and must work hard 

to achieve the results I saw. This makes the company rise to the top of the heap, with or without 

special effects. 


